ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION * * * *
As the usage of mobile devices and mobile phones has rapidly increased, flash memory has been considered as the next-generation storage systems to replace the hard-disk because it has some advantages such as faster access speed, lightweight, low power consumption, small size and shock resistance. However, since flash memory is characterized by its erase-before-write operation, it must be erased before new data is written to a given physical location. Unfortunately, write operations are performed in unit of sector, while erase operations are executed in unit of block, usually, a block consists of many sectors. Besides, flash memory will accumulate obsolete sectors after lots of updates due to the erase-before-write characteristic. To make space for new blocks, obsolete sectors must be reclaimed. The only way to reclaim a sector is to erase an entire unit, in which this process is called garbage collection. Moreover, flash memory can be erased in limited times. Therefore, flash memory requires a well-designed garbage collection scheme to evenly wear out the flash memory region [1] - [5] .
Some previous work focus on how to design a well FTL (Flash Translation Layer) and how to reduce write operations using buffer mechanism [6] - [10] . FTL is the driver that works * Corresponding author, E-mail: wnchung@hoseo.edu Manuscript received Sep. 17, 2010 ; accepted Dec. 20, 2010 in conjunction with an existing operating system to make linear flash memory appear to the system like a disk drive. The key role of FTL is to redirect each write request from the host file system to an empty area that has been already erased in advance. The buffer mechanism is also been used in flash memory to reduce the write requests. Since the erase-beforewrite characteristic of flash memory, frequent updates will make the performance of flash memory decrease. Write buffer cache could gather these frequent updates and make them to one write request. Therefore, buffer mechanism reduces the write operations to flash memory.
Among the previous works [11] - [14] , the garbage collection is done only considered the contents of flash memory. Merging the data block and log block is to copy valid pages in them to a new block. However, when the contents in buffer are flushed to flash memory, the pages in new block produced by garbage collection are possible to become invalid. Under this situation, flash memory needs more pages copy operations and block erase operations in next garbage collection process. Actually, it can be avoided by making a well garbage collection scheme.
In this paper, we propose a novel garbage collection method called block-level buffer garbage collection. When FTL needs to merge blocks during the garbage collection process, it will refer to the contents of buffer. By examining the contents of buffer, FTL copies the best corresponding buffer blocks to flash memory or selects another appropriate block as victim block to improve the performance of flash-based storage system. In shortly, the proposed method is divided into two parts: how to merge blocks based on block-level buffer and how to select a log block as victim block. We focus on these two issues in this paper. First, our novel garbage collection method merges block with three kinds of blocks: log blocks, data blocks and buffer blocks. Second, our victim block selection method selects a log block as victim block through searching the contents of buffer. The proposed method can reduce unnecessary potential page copying numbers and unnecessary potential block erasure numbers.
RELATED WORKS

Flash Memory
Flash memory is a type of nonvolatile, electrically erasable programmable read-only memory. In this paper, our proposed method mainly focuses on NAND flash memory.
NAND flash memory consists of blocks, each of which consists of pages [7] . There are three basic operations for a NAND flash memory: read, write and erase. Read and write operations are performed on a page basis, while an erase operation is executed on a block basis. There are a few drawbacks as follows: 1) No in-place-update: The memory must be erased before new data can be written. The worse problem is that the erase operation is performed block by block, while the write operation is performed page by page. 2) Asymmetric operation costs: For flash memory, read operations are faster than write operations. In addition, as a write operation may accompany an erase operation, the write operational latency becomes even longer. 3) Uneven wear-out: The number of erasures on each block is limited, to 100,000 or 1,000,000 times. Once the number is reached, the block cannot be used any more.
Therefore, the number of write and erase operations should be minimized not only to improve the overall performance but also to maximize the lifetime of NAND flash memory.
Flash Translation Layer (FTL)
FTL is a translation layer between the native file system and flash memory [10] . The main role of FTL is to emulate the functionality of block device with flash memory. It emulates a hard disk, and provides logical sector updates. FTL achieves this by redirecting each write request form file system to an empty location in flash memory that has been erased in advance, and by maintaining an internal mapping table to record the mapping information from logical sector number to physical location. Besides the address translation from logical sectors to physical sectors, FTL carries out several other important functionalities, such as guaranteeing data consistency and reclaiming the discarded data blocks for reuse.
The mapping between the logical address and the physical address can be managed at sector, block, or hybrid level. Therefore, the mapping scheme is categorized with sector-level mapping, block-level mapping, and hybrid mapping [6] , [8] , [9] . When free log blocks are not sufficient, the merge operation called garbage collection will happen. Since any log block is associated with data blocks, merge operation is to copy valid data from log block and data blocks to new free block. While executing the merge operation, multiple page copy operations and erase operations are invoked. Therefore, merge operations seriously degrade the performance of flash memory because of extra operations.
Generally, large sequential write operations can induce switch merge operations, while random write operations induce full merge operations. Therefore, if random write operations occur frequently, the performance of the flash memory system decreases.
Flash Buffer Cache
To decrease the number of extra operations, the write buffer management scheme is required to 1) decrease the number of merge operations by clustering pages in the same block and evicting them at the same time, 2) evict pages such that the FTL may invoke switch merge or partial merge operations which show relatively low cost rather than the full merge operation, which is expensive, and 3) detect sequential page writes and evict those sequential pages preferentially and simultaneously [2] , [3] , [15] .
The buffer can manage data in page-level management buffer and block-level management buffer. In page-level scheme, pages are evicted to flash memory page by page. When buffer pages are managed in a block-level scheme, pages are clustered by corresponding block number in the flash memory. Block-level buffer management policy not only invokes relatively fewer merge operations than page-level buffer management policy but also invokes switch merge or partial merge rather than full merge for merge operation. Block-level buffer management policy shows better overall performance than the page-level buffer management policy [12] , [16] - [18] .
Cleaning Policies
Cleaning policies determine when to clean, which blocks to clean, and where to write data in order to minimize cleaning cost. The cleaning cost includes erasure cost and the migration cost for copying valid data into other blocks. In this paper, we measure the quality of cleaning policy by block erasure numbers and page copying numbers with previous works such as greedy policy, cost-benefit policy [11] , and cost age times policy [13] . Greedy policy considers only cleaning cost.
Greedy policy always selects blocks with the largest amount of garbage for cleaning, hoping to reclaim as much space as possible with the least cleaning work. Cost-benefit policy [14] chooses to clean blocks that maximize the formula: (benefit/cost) = (age*(1-u))/2u, where u is the block utilization and (1-u) is the amount of free space reclaimed. The age is the time since the most recent modification (i.e., the last block invalidation) and is used as an estimate of how long the space is likely to stay free. The cost of cleaning a block is 2u that one u is to read valid pages and the other u is to write them back. Cost Age Times (CAT) policy [16] chooses to clean blocks that minimize the formula: (CleaingCost)*Age Cleaning is defined as the number of times a block has been erased.
In comparison, Cost-benefit policy considers cleaning cost and age of data. And cost age times policy considers cleaning cost, age of the data, and number of cleaning. But all the above cleaning policies focus on selecting a victim block statically in flash memory. The proposed method is different from them, since we not only consider the static state of flash memory, but also consider the dynamic state of buffer cache.
BLOCK-LEVEL BUFFER AWARE MERGE
Buffer-aware Block Merge
In order to prevent potential unnecessary page migrations, the proposed method refers to the contents of buffer during the block merging process. There is trade-off between merge performance and the buffer hit ratio. First, move up-to-date blocks in the buffer into new allocated data blocks can improve the merge performance. Second, if the corresponding blocks will not be evicted to flash memory in the near future, they will be updated frequently. It causes that moving these blocks into flash memory will make the buffer hit ratio decreased. In this case, it is beneficial to choose another log block as victim log block. Therefore, the issue can be viewed as how to merge blocks and how to select victim log block.
As mentioned before, the cleaning policy determined when to clean, which blocks to clean and where data to write. In this paper, we do not discuss the issue of when to clean, since the cleaning can start when the number of free blocks becomes lower than a threshold. However, we will set a threshold to test the proposed method in our experiments. If no more empty sectors exist in the log blocks, the proposed garbage collection approach chooses one of the log blocks as victim and merges the victim block with its corresponding data blocks and its corresponding buffer blocks.
The merge operation proceeds as follows: First, given a log block as victim block, find the corresponding data blocks and allocate the same amount of free blocks. Before processing the merge operation, it is necessary to determine the log block that will serve as the merge target. Three existing cleaning policies which selected a victim log block according to different features are described. In this paper, we will present a new log block selection method which is distinct from the existing cleaning policies. In hybrid mapping scheme of FTL, there is a block-level mapping table addition to a page-level mapping table, in which the page-level mapping table contains the separate page mapping information between log blocks and the corresponding data blocks. Therefore, we can obtain the corresponding data blocks when given a log block through searching the page-level mapping table. Second, search the buffer to find whether the blocks which have the same number to the corresponding data blocks exist or not. In block-level buffer, data are organized in unit of block. Each block has a unique number called logical address which is identical to the logical number of data blocks in flash memory. Therefore, it is easy to find the corresponding buffer blocks when we obtained the corresponding data blocks. Third, flush the sectors in buffer blocks to free blocks, and copy the most up-to-data version from the log blocks to free blocks, then fills each empty sector in the free block with its corresponding sector in the data blocks. Fourth, erase the log block and corresponding data blocks. Fig. 1 . Merge blocks refer to contents of buffer Fig. 1 is the typical process of our proposed block-level buffer aware merge method. In this fig., B0 and B1 are data blocks, L0 and L1 are log blocks. To log block L0, data blocks B0 and B1 are its corresponding data blocks, block 1 in the buffer is its corresponding buffer block.
When log block L0 is selected as victim block, we find that B0 and B1 are its corresponding data blocks and there also exists corresponding buffer block 1 in the buffer, and then we allocate two new blocks N0 and N1 from free blocks. Next, sector 5 and 6 in buffer are first flushed into new blocks, then copy sector 0, 1 and 7 in log block to new blocks, finally fill the empty sectors using sector 2, 3 and 4 in data blocks. After merge all the blocks, erase log block L0 and data blocks B0 and B1.
Victim Block Selection
In step two of searching the buffer in the proposed approach, there may cause three situations according whether the blocks which have the same number to corresponding data blocks in buffer is found or not.
In case of not found, the garbage collection only needs to merge the log block and its corresponding data blocks. This process is done like the buffer-unaware merge operation. Fig. 2 shows the relationship between buffer and the flash memory.
In case of found and the found blocks belong to the least recently used blocks, if the blocks locate at the near end of the buffer list, this means these blocks will be flushed to flash memory in the shortly future. It is appropriate to move these sectors in the buffer into the new free blocks. Our proposed method is suitable for this situation. Fig. 3 shows the relationship between buffer and the flash memory. In case of found but the found blocks are hot blocks, the blocks locate at the near start of the buffer list, which means these sectors in the found blocks will be updated frequently. If we choose these blocks to flush to flash memory, the buffer hit ratio will decrease. Therefore, it is beneficial to find another log block as victim log block. Fig. 4 shows the relationship between buffer and the flash memory. Through our analysis, whether or not evicting a corresponding buffer block to flash memory depends on the block position where blocks reside in the buffer. Hot blocks are these which locate at the near start of the buffer, while clod blocks are those which locate at the near end of the buffer. Since hot blocks are accessed frequently, we should avoid evict hot blocks in advance. Otherwise, the buffer hit ratio will decrease. To address this issue, the buffer needs a threshold line to divide which to hot block area and cold block area. Only blocks which reside in clod block area could be flushed to flash memory. Fig. 5 shows the position of hot blocks and cold blocks in buffer cache.
Fig. 5. The position of hot blocks and cold blocks
Here we use a novel concept named locality probability to judge the importance of the blocks in the buffer. The idea of locality probability is described as follows:
We assume the current number of blocks in buffer is n, the basic locality probability of the block which reside in the end of the buffer list is p, which is the lowest value, the difference value between two blocks is x, this means the locality probability of the front block is larger than its back block, and their difference value is x, the total sum of all block locality probability is 1. So we get:
If we set the difference value x a specific value, according to the number n, we can calculate the basic locality probability p and the locality probability of every block. In the real world, set a threshold of the locality probability depending on specific devices. The blocks whose locality probability larger than the threshold considered as hot blocks, and less than the threshold considered as least recently used blocks.
The buffer space is partitioned into two areas by the threshold line. Usually, the hot block area holds a small part of the buffer, while the cold block area holds most of the buffer. We use a partition parameter α ( 0 1 α ≤ ≤ ) to divide the buffer.
The partition parameter is defined as the ratio of hot blocks to total buffer blocks. If α = 0.1, then 10 percent of the total number of blocks in the buffer are hot blocks and the remaining 90 percent of the blocks are cold blocks. This measure is a variant of locality probability. According to the definition of locality probability, we could calculate the locality probability of every block. For example, n = 10, set x = 0.01, we get the basic locality probability p = 0.055 according to Eq. 1. In turn, we could calculate every block's locality probability, from the top of buffer to the end, 0. [15] to manage buffer, our proposed method only need to treat the size-independent LRU cluster list as hot block area and sizedependent LRU cluster list as cold block area. In this paper, we use the parameter α to describe the hot block area and cold block area since it is convenient to implement. Our experiments treat the buffer for the general purpose and use LRU policy to manage the buffer. In the section of existing cleaning policies, we listed several cleaning policies: greedy policy, cost-benefit policy and Cost Age Times (CAT) policy. In garbage collection process, a main task is to choose a block as victim block among lots of used blocks. Through calculating under different cleaning policies, used blocks are listed in a queue. The block with the highest satisfied condition will be selected as victim block. Used blocks are selected one by one in the queue.
In our proposed method, based on the used block queue, we will check whether or not a used block can be selected as victim block in Fig. 6 . Fig. 6 . The process of selecting victim log block For simplicity, we use LRU policy to manage the log blocks instead of the existing cleaning policies in this paper. That means log blocks are managed in a queue under LRU policy, the least recently used log block is first selected as a candidate victim block. Then check the corresponding buffer blocks of this log block, if the corresponding buffer blocks do not reside in the hot block area, this log block is selected as victim block. If the corresponding buffer blocks reside in the hot block, move this log block to the MRU position of the queue and select next log block as candidate victim block.
In the process of checking the corresponding buffer blocks, we will check whether or not the corresponding buffer blocks locate at the hot block area. If the corresponding buffer blocks do not locate at the hot block area, it may locate at the cold block area or it may do not appear at the buffer cache. According to this, we will make the correct decision that merging blocks with buffer blocks or not. Therefore, our proposed method comes. Fig. 7 shows the details of the processing. Fig. 7 . The whole process of the proposed method Above all, our victim block selection depends on the current contents in the buffer cache, which is dynamic and different from the others cleaning policies.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
Experimental Environment
As analyzed before, the main advantage of proposed method is to reduce the potential unnecessary page migration costs and block erase costs. In other words, during the process of garbage collection, our approach can improve flash wear-leveling performance and prolong the lifetime of flash memory by reducing unnecessary page copy costs and block erase costs.
The experiments of proposed method will generate the block erasure numbers and page copying numbers, so we get this information as the results to measure the experimental performance. We assume that every block consists of 4 pages, the flash memory has 100 blocks, and the log block group has International Journal of Contents, Vol.6, No.4, Dec 2010 10 log blocks, the buffer can maintain 10 blocks when it is full. The system considers the number of pages as input. With different input page numbers, different garbage collection scheme will produce different block erasure numbers and page copying numbers. The fewer numbers produced, the better that scheme is. The simulation environment is shown in Table 1 . 
Experimental Results
We divide the experimental results as two parts according to the access mode of random access and high locality access. High locality access means that accessing more frequently and more intensively concentrate at a specific area of flash memory. Because the cost-benefit cleaning policy and CAT cleaning policy is similar besides the number of cleaning characteristic, we only compare our proposed method with the greedy cleaning policy and the cost-benefit cleaning policy.
Performance of random access
First we compare the performance of buffer-aware merge and buffer-unaware merge. Buffer-aware merge is our proposed scheme and buffer-unaware merge is the traditional merge operation which does not refer to the contents of buffer. The number of input pages Block erasure numbers Buffer-aware merge Buffer-unaware merge The number of input pages Page copying numbers Buffer-aware merge Buffer-unaware merge Fig. 9 . Page copying numbers
In Fig. 8 , the x-axis denotes the random input page numbers for write to flash memory and the y-axis represents the block erasure numbers when collecting garbage. In Fig. 9 , the x-axis denotes the same meaning to Fig. 8 and the y-axis represents the page copying numbers when collecting garbage.
From these two figures, we find that buffer-aware merge scheme can save more block erasure numbers and page copying numbers than buffer-unaware merge scheme. The number of input pages Block erasure numbers
The proposed method The cost-benefit policy The greedy policy The number of input pages Page copying numbers
The proposed method The cost-benefit policy The greedy policy Next, we compare our proposed scheme with the existing cleaning policies. Fig. 10 and 11 shows the results of block erasure numbers and page copying numbers respectively. In Fig.  10 and 11, the line marked star denotes the greedy policy, the line marked triangle denotes the cost-benefit policy and the line marked rectangle represents our proposed method.
In random access mode, the cost-benefit cleaning policy is better than the greedy cleaning policy, because the cost-benefit policy not only considers the block utilization but also considers the age of blocks. Our proposed method outperforms the two policies, since we consider the dynamic contents of buffer.
Performance of high locality access
The case of high locality access is different from random access. Fig. 12 and 13 show the compared results of bufferaware merge scheme and buffer-unaware merge scheme.
Compared to random access, buffer-aware merge scheme can reduce more block erasure numbers and page copying numbers than buffer-unaware merge scheme in high locality access mode. This is because in high locality access mode, data are concentrated and buffered in buffer cache. Through checking the contents of buffer cache in advance, many unnecessary block erase operations and page copy operations can be avoided. Therefore, the performance can be improved more than in random access.
In Fig. 13 , the page-copying numbers is reduced much more than block-erasure numbers in Fig. 12 . The reason is that high locality access causes blocks with full obsolete pages much more than partial obsolete pages. Therefore, switch merge operations is performed much more than partial merge operations and full merge operations. In switch merge, only block erase operations are necessary. The number of input pages Block erasure numbers Buffer-aware merge Buffer-unaware merge The number of input pages Page copying numbers Buffer-aware merge Buffer-unaware merge The number of input pages
Block erasure numbers
The proposed method The cost-benefit policy The greedy policy Fig. 15 . Copying numbers compared with existing cleaning policies Both in random access and high locality access, our proposed method outperforms the greedy policy and the costbenefit policy.
5． ． ． ．CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a block-level buffer aware garbage collection technique which searches the contents of buffer cache during the process of merging blocks is presented. The approach is divided into two parts: buffer-aware block merge and victim block selection. The former focuses on how to merge buffer blocks with data blocks and log blocks, while the latter focuses on how to select victim blocks so as to ensure the buffer hit ratio not decreased. Our victim block selection approach is dynamic, which selects blocks depending on the contents of buffer cache and is different from the existing cleaning policies. Compared with the existing garbage collection methods, the proposed method reduces the block erase operations and page migration operations when collecting the same amount of garbage.
In the future works, we will make the explicit analysis about locality probability to make the best performance between the buffers hit ratio and the flash block merges cost.
